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Doing the Right Things, But...
Bottom Line: XOM laid out a sensible strategy update – (1) execute on long lived
liquid focused projects to drive 2-3% production growth (from a lowered 2013 base
through 2017) with higher margins, (2) focus on closing the net income/bbl gap with
industry leader CVX (perhaps through more assertive disposals which incidentally
would help support the XOM buyback), (3) pursue some incremental projects in the
2017-2020 timeframe (Gulf of Mexico, Romanian offshore gas, Hebron, PNG LNG
train, (4) progress the R&D required to drive harder in shale (5) work hard on the
basin opening exploration which could drive growth options beyond 2020 (e.g. the
Arctic, NAM LNG), (6) while all the time, making sure the gating for new projects is
robust to maintain returns. Sensible stuff (including a world class downstream
business). The challenge is that, for a period, well positioned shale companies could
be better investment alternatives while among the lower beta Majors, XOM’s
production per share and dividend could lag. As a result of XOM’s production
outlook, we are lowering near term EPS (see Exhibit 14).
■ And If Organic Exploration Does Not Work Out: XOM has the balance sheet
to consolidate more North American shale, adding value via its upstream
technology, infrastructure, and refining/chemicals integration.
■ Incremental Datapoints: Within the slides, XOM has built a huge 180mm acre
position in the Russian Arctic (first well in 2014), is positive on western Black Sea
gas potential and the US GoM, XOM raised the Woodford Ardmore resources
from 600MBOE to >1.5Bn BOE.
■ Valuation: We believe a decent part of XOM’s multiple premium is justified in
absolute terms but leaves XOM shares with less relative upside vs peers.
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Quarterly EPS
2012A
2013E
2014E

Q1
1.93
2.09
2.30

Q2
1.81
2.17
2.24

Q3
2.05
1.96
2.11

Q4
1.95
2.07
2.07

Financial and valuation metrics
Year
Revenue (US$ m)
EBIDAX (US$ m)
EPS (CS adj.) (US$)
Prev. EPS (US$)
ROGIC (%)
P/E (x)
P/E rel. (%)
OCFPS (US$)
P/OCF (x)
Qtrly ent. val./tot. EBIDAX
Net debt (US$ m)
Dividend (current, US$)
Net debt current qtr (US$ m)
BV/share (Next Qtr., US$)
EV qtr/GIC (x)
Free float (%)

12/12A
929.5
46,162.6
7.74
—
18.2
11.6
78.4
10.17
8.5
5.2
1,700
2.4
5,058.5
84.5
2.3
—

12/13E
12/14E
957.8
987.0
57,232.0
59,042.8
8.30
8.72
8.59
9.12
20.1
18.7
10.8
10.3
78.6
83.4
11.90
13.14
7.5
6.8
4.6
4.4
9,601
11,394
Dividend yield (%)
Net debt/tot cap (Next Qtr., %)
GIC (12/13E, US$)
Current WACC
Number of shares (m)

12/15E
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.65
2.9
193,994.6
—
4,480.45

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates.
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Doing the Right Things
XOM’s capital spend, which despite being $38bn absolute is lower than peers on a per
unit basis, should drive some growth from 2013-2017 with higher cash margins than
current production. XOM will likely continue to buy back stock to boost production per
share metrics and may be more assertive on disposals to boost upstream net income per
BOE (albeit this will affect absolute production outcomes). In the meantime, XOM is
working hard in shale and global exploration to create an acceptable risk/return on the
next wave of growth beyond 2020 (we are comfortable that recent project announcements
e.g. Hebron, Romania offshore gas, shale can yield 2-3% growth to 2020, before
disposals). The challenge is that for a period, well positioned shale companies could be
better investment alternatives while among the lower beta Majors, XOM’s production per
share and dividend could lag.
Exhibit 1: CAGR of Production Per Share 2012-2017 Plus Dividend Yield
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We believe XOM’s multiple is partially justified by downstream/chemical free cash
generation (at least 0.5x EV/CF), partially by superior upstream project execution (as
witnessed by capex per barrel) and by XOM’s pristine balance sheet. That said XOM
shares are trading 2 multiple points above the other IOCs who should grow slightly faster
with a superior dividend yield and a slight premium to select E&P’s which should grow a lot
faster.
Exhibit 2: 2012 EV/CF (HES Shown Proforma For Disposal Proceeds and Associated
Cashflow)
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Exhibit 3: Capex Per Barrel (XOM spending less per bbl,

Exhibit 4: XOM’s Large Projects Accelerate in 2013+
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Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day

Incremental Operational Datapoints
■

XOM is allowing US gas production to decline faster than we expected, accounting for
much of the shortfall in 2013 volumes.

■

Within shale, XOM was positive on the Woodford Ardmore (NGL/gas), on the Bakken
(crude), on the Duvernay (Eagle Ford style play with a transition window).

■

Rig efficiency and shale type curves are still rising, even in the more mature shale
plays such as the Bakken and Haynesville.

Exhibit 5: Drilling Efficiency

Exhibit 6: Boosting EUR’s Through Technology

Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day

Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day

■

XOM highlighted the large acreage position built up in the Russian Arctic (180 million
acres or 6x the entire Gulf of Mexico). XOM will drill the first well in 2014.

ExxonMobil Corporation (XOM)
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Exhibit 7: University Well in Russia’s Kara Sea to be

Exhibit 8: Additional 150 million acres of Russian Arctic

Drilled in 2014 (31 million acres)

to study

Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day

Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day

■

XOM are encouraged by their success in the Domino well in the Romanian Black Sea
(high value gas) and will drill further wells in 2013 plus test the Tuapse shelf (2014)

Exhibit 9: Romania and Russia Offshore

Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day

■

Although there was not much commentary overall in the presentation, on the
international shale side, XOM will test Russia (Bazhenov shale) over time and is
excited by Colombia/Argentina assuming above ground terms can be agreed.
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Exhibit 10: Longer Term Growth Options Create a Robust Portfolio For XOM’s Project Gating Choices

Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day

■

In the downstream, XOM is capturing advantaged crudes in its domestic refining
system (with good earnings as a result) and is well placed to grow chemicals. Beyond
these market advantages, the synthetic lube market continues to grow, premium
chemical product earnings have tripled over the decade (XOM technology) and XOM
should bring on a new chemical cracker to make premium products for the Americas
market in 2016/17.

Exhibit 11: Increasing Volumes of Advantaged Crudes In

Exhibit 12: Capturing Ethane Value in US Chemicals

the US Refining System

Source: XOM 2013 Analyst Day
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■

Overall, XOM’s broad portfolio should generate a decent return (and is not overly
concentrated). Aside from the slight valuation premium, the main challenge is that well
positioned shale players (e.g. Eagle Ford, Wattenberg, Permian) can deliver an even
higher return and are devoting a greater share of capex into advantaged shales.

Exhibit 13: US Shale IRRs at the Strip

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, Bloomberg

Changes to EPS
As a result of XOM’s production outlook, we are lowering near term EPS. There are limited
changes to our 2017 production forecasts and 2018-2020 rise a little.
Exhibit 14: Modest Changes to EPS on Production Guidance
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, Bloomberg
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 06-Mar-2013)
China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation - H (0386.HK, HK$9.0)
PetroChina (0857.HK, HK$10.66)
CNOOC Ltd (0883.HK, HK$14.66)
Apache Corp. (APA.N, $73.55)
Anadarko Petroleum Corp. (APC.N, $81.74)
BG Group plc (BG.L, 1162.5p)
BP (BP.N, $40.71)
Chesapeake Energy Corp. (CHK.N, $19.74)
Canadian Natural Resources Limited (CNQ.TO, C$31.16)
ConocoPhillips (COP.N, $58.0)
Chevron Corp. (CVX.N, $118.47)
CONCHO RESOURCES, INC. (CXO.N, $87.93)
Denbury Resources (DNR.N, $17.84)
Devon Energy Corp (DVN.N, $54.32)
ENI (E.N, $46.66)
EOG Resources (EOG.N, $125.6)
LUKOIL (LKOH.MM, Rbl1992.1)
Marathon Oil Corp (MRO.N, $32.75)
Noble Energy (NBL.N, $109.92)
Occidental Petroleum (OXY.N, $81.89)
Petrobras (PBR.N, $16.68)
Pioneer Natural Resources (PXD.N, $125.11)
Royal Dutch Shell plc (RDSa.L, 2205.0p)
Repsol (REP.MC, €16.9)
Rosneft (ROSN.MM, Rbl247.8)
Range Resources (RRC.N, $77.63)
SandRidge Energy, Inc. (SD.N, $5.74)
Statoil (STO.N, $24.9)
Suncor Energy (SU.TO, C$31.28)
Southwestern Energy Co. (SWN.N, $36.23)
Talisman Energy Inc. (TLM.N, $12.25)
Total (TOT.N, $51.08)
ExxonMobil Corporation (XOM.N, $89.56, NEUTRAL, TP $90.0)
YPF Sociedad Anonima (YPF.N, $14.68)
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The subject company (XOM.N, CXO.N, NBL.N, SU.TO, 0386.HK, 0883.HK, RRC.N, BP.N, EOG.N, DNR.N, OXY.N, REP.MC, APC.N, BG.L, DVN.N,
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Investment principal on bonds can be eroded depending on sale price or market price. In addition, there are bonds on which investment principal can
be eroded due to changes in redemption amounts. Care is required when investing in such instruments.
When you purchase non-listed Japanese fixed income securities (Japanese government bonds, Japanese municipal bonds, Japanese government guaranteed bonds, Japanese corporate bonds) from CS
as a seller, you will be requested to pay the purchase price only.
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